W e have come a long way in reporting about what really matters in clinical research. In the early 1960s, Neviaser summarized his results of surgery for large rotator cuff tears rather simply: ''My own experience has shown that … massive ruptures with marked separation and retraction of the cuff do not do well by operative repair'' [1] . He reported nothing regarding patients' pain or function after surgery. This was common at the time.
More recently, an appropriate focus has been placed on patient-centered outcomes tools. Instead of qualitative comments like Neviaser's, and in lieu of lists of physical findings or radiographic signs -ROM, lucent lines -that may or may not correlate with patient satisfaction, we now use numerous surveys which are ''validated'' to greater or lesser degrees. This is a clear improvement, but the problem is far from solved.
In clinical research, if one gathers enough patients or measures enough x-rays, small differences can be detected as statistically different. How can we know whether those modest differences are clinically important? Does a 1°-difference in tibial varus matter, even if the difference is statistically significant? What about a 1 cm-difference on a 10-cm VAS pain scale? Even if ''real,'' would a patient even notice?
It turns out that there is a way to get that answer, although as a specialty, we have not put nearly as much effort into working it out as we should. In ''Comparative Responsiveness and Minimal Clinically Important Differences for Idiopathic Ulnar Impaction Syndrome,'' Drs. Kim and Park take a step in the right direction in their study of a concept that is unfamiliar to many surgeons and clinician-scientists: the minimum clinically important difference (MCID).
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To begin to chip away at this important gap in our collective knowledge, Kim and Park calculated MCIDs for two common upper extremity instruments by testing them in a population of patients undergoing ulnar shortening osteotomy.
If you are not a hand surgeon, the actual finding of this particular study ( Going forward, patients, payers, and government entities will demand that we show that the work we do actually improves health. Knowing our MCIDs, and showing that the treatments we advocate exceed them, will help us do that.
We have come a long way since Neviaser's work in terms of outcomes reporting, but given that we do not know the MCIDs for most of the outcomes instruments we use, we still have a long way to go. In the realm of clinical medicine and surgery, though, a small difference, even if statistically significant, may be of little or of no importance to the health or the quality of life of patients. The concept of MCID evolved as a way to overcome this shortcoming of statistical methods in clinical research. The MCID represents a change that would be considered meaningful and worthwhile by the patients studied, and provides a threshold value for that clinically relevant change in a patient's health.
Dr. Leopold: MCIDs for many of our commonly used orthopaedic outcomes tools are not known. Is this a problem, and if so, is it one shared by other medical specialties? How does orthopaedic surgery compare with other specialties in this regard? Dr. Kim: Although the concept of MCID was first described in 1989, this is not a familiar concept for many orthopaedic surgeons, as you mentioned. MCID studies usually were performed by internists, statisticians, or epidemiologists, often in departments of epidemiology or preventive medicine. These publications were not widely seen by surgeons. However, I feel that there is an increasing demand for the study of MCID among orthopaedic surgeons, because so many patient-reported outcome measurements are being used in our area.
Dr. Leopold: Do we know whether the MCID is driven by the outcomes instrument used, the surgical intervention studied, the diagnosis treated, or all of those criteria? In other words, should we surmise that the MCID for the DASH questionnaire (one of the tools you studied) would be the same in a population of patients who underwent wrist fusion instead of ulnar shortening osteotomy? If not, is this line of research practical? Dr. Kim: The MCID varies according to diseases and outcome instruments, but it does not depend on treatment methods. Therefore, we can compare the ulnar shortening osteotomy and wafer procedure for ulnar impaction syndrome using the PRWE or DASH, because the MCIDs of the PRWE and the DASH for ulnar impaction syndrome were reported in our paper.
Dr. Leopold: I hope that your study inspires other investigators to try to determine MCIDs for other commonly used outcomes tools. What advice do you have for clinician scientists who want to begin to look at these questions? What pitfalls might you avoid in your next study given all you learned from doing this one? Dr. Kim: The MCID can be established in two ways. One is through an anchor-based method that compares changes in scores on the instrument with an anchor, where the patient indicates whether he or she is better than at baseline (the anchor). The other is a distribution-based method that evaluates the minimal difference in excess of that expected by random sample variation or by measurement errors in the instrument. Several methods to calculate an anchor-based MCID have been reported. However, only sensitivity-and specificity-based methods, using receiver operating characteristic curves (the approach we used in our study), can show that the calculated MCID is able to distinguish improved from unchanged patients. Importantly, though, this method is not suitable for conditions where most of patients will improve and few will remain unchanged, such as routine fracture care.
